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AS9100 certification addresses product management issues of the aerospace industry and acts as
a hallmark of reliability, as well as quality standards. A certified company must comply with all
AS9100 rules and criteria. As such, this certification helps a company to implement a better quality
management system. Apart from these benefits, certification also offers the following benefits:

1. Less product waste and lower rejection rates

2. Safe and reliable business opportunities for customers

3. International operational accessibility

It is recommended that all contractors supplying products to the aerospace industry must adhere to
certification regulations. This standard emphasizes the need for product traceability. As such, the
aerospace industry has mandated product labeling with barcodes. Before receiving a quality
certificate, all product labeling and quality systems are thoroughly checked. Any mistake in data
labeling may terminate contracted agreements.

To avoid compliance mistakes, it is better to use automated data capture devices for easier tracking
of production data. Portable data capture devices are available on the market. Blue Dog Tracker is
one such device. A portable machine like Blue Dog Tracker makes the product tracking process
easy and convenient whether in production or in the field. Capable of collecting bar coded data as
well as scanned written notes and typed notes, Blue Dog Tracker makes compliance easier than
ever. Once data is collected, itâ€™s simple to upload the data to a Microsoft Access database for further
analysis and reporting. 

This portable device is also helpful in first article inspection. First article inspection is an important
part of AS9100 certification. The aerospace industry requires a FAI report before issuing
certification. This inspection is done to ensure the quality of the sample product. A FAI certification
marks products as capable to satisfy aerospace industry specifications.

During the first article inspection process all products must meet FAI protocols. Blue Dog Tracker
helps check FAI data and saves time during the inspection process. This portable automated data-
capturing device is efficient in collecting data and provides updates. With the help of this device, you
can also store data for a considerable amount of time.

Want to gather more information on this device, its usage and its advantages? Visit Blue Dog
Tracker at www.bluedogtracker.com. You can learn more about the benefits of an automated data
collection device that will simplify the process of certification. You can quickly become AS9100
certified and begin selling your products to the aerospace industry.
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bar code terminal. For more information on a AS9100 Certification, AS9100 compliance, or the
innovative Blue Dog Tracker solution, please visit Jet City Laser, Inc. online at
www.bluedogtracker.com.
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